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Project Broken Wings
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our programs. If you
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contribution please visit
projectbrokenwings.org
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“because every
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Lesson from
nature.
During a study of the migration
characteristics of geese, scientist found a
rather interesting natural instinct,
among others. It was well noted that if a
goose falls ill and has to separate from
the flock— two other geese will fall back
and land with it. The two geese will
remain with the ailing goose to protect
and nourish it back to health; and will
remain by it’s side until it either dies or
is able to fly again. If the goose recovers,
the three geese will then take flight to
rejoin the main flock.

It is this example of natural love and care
that we humans should learn from.
Project Broken Wings exist very simply
to serve those who may feel broken and
left behind.

ONE LIFE AT A TIME

WHY WE CARE...

Project Broken Wings has mentoring programs

Project Broken Wings was founded and exist

designed to support:

under one simple principle - that every child
deserves the opportunity in life to dream and



Job shadowing



Life Skills



Interpersonal Relationships



Conflict and Dispute Resolution



Career Planning

believe. Tragically, too often this is not the
case for some kids who come from and live in
under-served and underprivileged
environments. Through the detailed process
of restoring un-airworthy aircraft back to
airworthy condition, Project Broken Wings
volunteer staff of aviation professionals work
with children age 12 and above to "make the
plane fly again". In the process, participants



Effective Communication



Etiquette and Professionalism

not only gain valuable hands on experience in
aircraft maintenance, but an extreme sense of
accomplishment and improved self-esteem.

Through our comprehensive programs

Mission Statement: Project Broken Wings is a

participants gain valuable experience and

faith-based philanthropic non-profit

training in a myriad of life and vocational areas.

organization whose mission is to serve the

Our dedicated staff and volunteers bring a wide

community and its citizens through youth

range of education and experience into a safe

and young adult enrichment programs and

environment for each participant to reach their

activities.

fullest potential in learning. Meticulous
attention to detail and care is given when
addressing any social or behavioral challenges
experienced by any of our participants through
proper counseling and guidance.
We know that we cannot save the world,
however Project Broken Wings’ staff and
volunteers are each committed to working to
affect one life at a time in a positive manner
adopting the concept of “..in our space, in our
time, you and I can make a difference”.
We invite your involvement. Please visit
www.projectbrokenwings.org to learn more.

Micah, PBW Youth Ambassador

